The present study investigated how pragmatic information is integrated during L2 sentence comprehension. We put forward that the differences often observed between L1 and L2 sentence processing may reflect differences on how various types of information are used to process a sentence, and not necessarily differences between native and non-native linguistic systems. Based on the idea that when a cue is missing or distorted, one relies more on other cues available, we hypothesised that late bilinguals favour the cues that they master during sentence processing. To verify this hypothesis we investigated whether late bilinguals take the speaker's identity (inferred by the voice) into account when incrementally processing speech and whether this affects their online interpretation of the sentence. To do so, we adapted Van Berkum, J.J.A., Van den Brink, D., Tesink, C.M.J.Y., Kos, M., Hagoort, P., 2008. J. Cogn. Neurosci. 20(4), 580-591, study in which sentences with either semantic violations or pragmatic inconsistencies were presented. While both the native and the non-native groups showed a similar response to semantic violations (N400), their response to speakers' inconsistencies slightly diverged; late bilinguals showed a positivity much earlier than native speakers (LPP). These results suggest that, like native speakers, late bilinguals process semantic and pragmatic information incrementally; however, what seems to differ between L1 and L2 processing is the timecourse of the different processes. We propose that this difference may originate from late bilinguals' sensitivity to pragmatic information and/or their ability to efficiently make use of the information provided by the sentence context to generate expectations in relation to pragmatic information during L2 sentence comprehension. In other words, late bilinguals may rely more on speaker identity than native speakers when they face semantic integration difficulties.
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Introduction
It is reasonable to think that the mechanisms underlying first (L1) and second language (L2) systems are similar (e.g., Foucart and Frenck-Mestre, 2012; Kaan, 2014; Morgan-Short et al., 2012). However, native and non-native sentence processing have been shown to differ; indeed, event-related brain potential (ERP) studies have often revealed differences in terms of timing (e.g., delayed N400 in L2, a component reflecting semantic integration difficulty; Kutas and Hillyard, 1980) and patterns of effects (e.g., absent or reduced left anterior negativity (LAN) and/or P600 in L2, components reflecting syntactic integration and re-evaluation; Osterhout and Holcomb, 1992) (for reviews, see, Kotz (2009) and Moreno et al. (2008) ). Here, we ask whether these differences reflect differences between L1 and L2 processing or rather differences as regards the use of different types of information.
L2 processing obviously puts the comprehender in a linguistic situation more complex than L1 processing. Hence, any cues (e.g., linguistic, visual) that can render such processing easier is likely to be used. If one of these cues is not available or is distorted, processing becomes more difficult (Hattori, 1987) . That is why, for example, it is harder to understand an L2 on the phone than in face to face interactions, since visual cues (e.g., lip movements, facial expression, etc.) are missing (Hardison, 1999) . Note that relying on one or more cues when another is missing is not restricted to L2 processing (or to language, for that matter); the 
